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Now in its seventh edition, The Moral of the Story continues to bring understanding to difficult

concepts in moral philosophy through storytelling and story analysis. Students will study ethical

relativism by examining the film Avatar, explore utilitarianism through The Invention of Lying, and

discuss Kantâ€™s deontology by examining Woody Allenâ€™s Match Point. They will consider

virtue ethics by juxtaposing Platoâ€™s â€œMyth of the Caveâ€• with the themes in The Truman

Show. Rosenstandâ€™s work is lively and relatable, and students will enjoy discussing examples

from contemporary film, fiction narratives, and even popular comic strips.Instructors and students

can now access their course content through the Connect digital learning platform by purchasing

either standalone Connect access or a bundle of print and Connect access. McGraw-Hill

ConnectÂ® is a subscription-based learning service accessible online through your personal

computer or tablet. Choose this option if your instructor will require Connect to be used in the

course. Your subscription to Connect includes the following:â€¢ SmartBookÂ® - an adaptive digital

version of the course textbook that personalizes your reading experience based on how well you

are learning the content.â€¢ Access to your instructorâ€™s homework assignments, quizzes,

syllabus, notes, reminders, and other important files for the course.â€¢ Progress dashboards that

quickly show how you are performing on your assignments and tips for improvement.â€¢ The option

to purchase (for a small fee) a print version of the book. This binder-ready, loose-leaf version

includes free shipping.Complete system requirements to use Connect can be found here:

http://www.mheducation.com/highered/platforms/connect/training-support-students.html
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Ethics & Morality

I highly recommend this book to students, teachers, and anyone who wants to get more out of their

movie rentals. Rosenstand uses literature and films to introduce the reader to some of the main

themes and theories of moral philosophy. It's great for "Introduction to Ethics" courses, or as a

resource for video ideas to spice up your classes -- or your Saturday nights.

I needed it for a class, was a little expensive to rent but cheaper than buying it. I like the search

feature with the digital versions of text books, makes looking for answers a little easier.

Required for a college class. There was some interesting information in the book, but it was very

hard to really take anything away from it.

It's very long-winded but exactly what it says it is. Will work great for your Ethics class if you need

this exact book. Great rental price. There is a lot of good information in it if you have time to actually

read it.

Arrived on time and was exactly as expected.

Humanities 330 - Values and Ethics. Required coursework for my Management degree. Loved this

class, had an amazing teacher. The book was actually a good read and has a lot of references to

TV shows and Movies along with a lot of historical references to philosophers. Really good flow to

this book that doesn't require a lot of jumping around.

rental

Pretty crappy condition even though it said good condition it looked liked it went to the local

preschool and the kids had there way with it.
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